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OPINION BY CHAIRMAN HARRISON

Appellant timely appeals the denial of its bid protest that

the captioned solicitation was for varying alleged reasons

conducted in violation of the General Procurement Law and COMAR

Title 21 and that the agency [The Mental Hygiene Administration

(MEA) of the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (Dffl411))

improperly failed to respond to the protest in an expeditious

fashion. In the protest Appellant also alleges the procurement was

tainted by racial animus, bias and prejudice.

Findings of Fact

1. In 1985, Appellant entered into a contract with the Harford

County Department of Health (HCHD) to provide community based

mental health residential services. Appellant was operating

under this contract at the time of the hearing of this appeal.

2. As part of its on-going relationship with Harford County, MHA

employs regional coordinators who monitor the residential

provider grantees of each county, including Appellant.

C) 3. On December 10, 1990, pursuant to the terms of the contract

HCHD notified Appellant that it intended to terminate the
contract for cause and re—solicit the services.



4. As a result of such decision HcD issued a Reauest for
Proposal (“RFP”) for residential rehabilitation services on
March 14, 1991.

5. By April 15, 1991, three vendors, including Atoellant, had
submitted a proposal in response to the HCHD RFP.

However, on April 22, 1991, Appellant contested the legality

of the HCHD RFP.

6. On May 17, 1991, the HCHD notifiedAppellant that the HCHD RFP

would be terminated and a State procurement process initiated.

HCHD recuested that Atneliant continue to serve clients for at
‘east tnree acc:tacnai montns.

7. On July 19, 1991, the State trocurement was initiated begin

ning with a notice published :n the Maryland Register solicit

ing bids for a residential r:gram f or mentally ±11 adults in

Harford County.

S. On July 15, 1991, the State RFP at issue, herein, was mailed

to Appellant and eight ether prospective offercrs.

9. On July 25, 1991, a re-bid conference Doncernina this EF? was

held in the DHM headquarters building. The acting Executive

Director of Appellant was in attendance at this conference.

Among the issues discussed was that only offerors whose

technical proposals were determined eligible would have their

financial proposals considered.

10. By August 13, 1991, three vendors includin9 Atteilant had

submitted proposals in response to the RFP. Technical
proposals were opened and scored by a four person evaluation
team. Financial proposals waLld only be opened and evaluated

for offerors who scored a minimum average of 70 points on
—- evaluation of their technical proposal

11. On August 26, 1991, MHA notified Appellant that its proposal

had not been accepted because its technical proposal did not

meet the minimum (average of 70 points) scoring requirement.

12. On August 30, 1951, Apnellant filed a timely trotest which it

supplemented on September 6, 1991.
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13. On April 21, 1992, the DENE Procurement Officer denied
Appellant’s protest.

14. On May 4, 1992, Appellant filed an apDeal with this Board.
Funding for ApDelaant’s act:v:taes uncer its 1985 contract
with ECED has continued uninterrupted. Pursuant to COMAR
21.10.02.11 no award for this solicitation was to be made
pending resolution of this appeal by this Board.

15. Appellant’s appeal provides in relevant part as follows:
A. The RFP is illegal and invalid because it fails to

contain certain languace recuired by the applicable

regUlations including, but not limited to the following:
(1) Failure to explain certain aspects of the rights of

minority business enterprises with respect to the
trocurement.

(2) Failure to contain notice to trospective bidders to
:orwarc a copy o: tne bccers’ proposal to tne
local health officer.
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(3) Failure on the part of the State Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene (DEME) Mental Hygiene
Administration (Mn) to notify the local health
officer of the RFP Pursuant to Section 2040 of the
DHME grants manual.

S. The award of the B!? to Alliance, Inc. violates the
federal and state constitution, federal and state law and
regul ati ons inasmuch as the award was the result of
racial animus. Our client is qualified or potentially

qualified as a minority business enterprise having more
than f:f:y percent of its membership and/or board of
directors consisting of minorities.

C. That the award of th RFP to Alliance, Inc. is in
violation of the ublic olicy and intent of the State of
Maryand anc, more part:cuarly, tne pol:cy Intent of tne
law and regulations pertaining to delivery of services of
mentally ill persons in the State of Maryland inasmuch as
awarding the B!? in ;uestion to Alliance, Inc. will
result in interruption of services andpotential malad
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ustment on the par: of tle clients of Homecoming.

. The award of the RFP to Alliance, Inc. was arbitrary,

capricious, punitive, fraudulent and/or corrutt inasmuch

as, inter alia.

(2) The history of the relationship between Homecoming
and MHA and the local health department including
written and/or oral statements made by representa
tives of the aforementioned agencies to Homecoming
would not allow :-omeccming a fair and eaual oppor
tunity to compete with other bidding agencies
relative to the RFP above referenced.

(2) Homecoming’s financial proposal was not considered
inasmuch as the bid selection cor’nittee rated
Homecoming’s technical proposal to fail to meet
minimum standards. Said action prohibited Homecom—
in; from demcnstrating that its bid was financially
more favorable to the State inasmuch as
Homecoming’s program is currently in existence and
needs little or no start up funds relative to other
bidders.

(3) That members of Homecoming and/or its employees had
been advised by certain persons that Alliance, Inc.
was already awarded the bid although the bidding
rocedure was net complete.

(4) That in early 1592 Alliance, :nc. received funds
for Level V beds previously earmarked for Homecom
ing, reflectinc that Alliance. :nz. was already
favored by M2A.

(5) That the bidding process was not competitive and
was essentially erfunctcry in light of MF:A’s
specific intent to penalize and retaliate against
Homecoming for :ontesting the attempt on the part
of MHA to terminate Homecoming’s program on a 90
day for cause basis which said attempt occurred in
or about December, 1990.

(6) That the attempt on the part of MHA to defund
Homecoming for cause was an effort on the part- of
MHA to punish and/cr retaliate against Homecoming
for performing its lawful business in hiring and
firing employees, which said right inures to the
benefit of Homecoming as a private, not—for—profit
corporati on.

(7) That MEA’s issuance of the RFP in question durLg a
period other than the normal period during which
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RFP’s are issued, which said action was a result of
an aborted RFP in March of 1991, reflects that MHA
merely used the bidding process as a pretext to
eliminate Homecoming as recipient of State funds.

(8) That Alliance, Inc. was advised that it had been
awarded the bid or woud be awarded the bid even
after the RFP issued in March of 1991 was aborted
(the March, 1991 RFP having been aborted as a
result of various objections and comolaints raised
by homecoming to tne Narcn, 99 RFP).

(9) That Homecoming was advised in December, 1990 by
MHA and the local health detartment that it could
not expend funds for attorneys fees reflecting an
intend on MEA’s part to constrain Homecoming from
contesting the termination attempts on the part of
MEA and pursuing its available legal remedies
relati:e to same.

(lo) That the bid of Alliance was legally :mproper
and/cr judged in a non-competitive fashion.

E. The award of the RF? to Alliance, :nc. resulted from an
illegal RF? inasmuch as the RFP was issued during an
ongoing fiscal year without authorization by law or
regul ati on.

• F. That the members of the bid selection commattee operated
• in an arbitrary, capricious, and biased fashion as

against omecoming in evaluating Homecoming’s technical
proposal relative to other bidders.

G. That the denial of the bid trotest by the agency was
arb:trary, capric:ous and ILlegal inasmuch as the
responses provided by the agency in its decision relative
to Homecoming’s bid protest were without basis in law
and/cr in fact. See, or example, the response of the
agency to ground number 1 B and C; ground 4 A, C, E, F
and I. The responses provided by the agency in connec
tion with the grounds for appeal specifically noted
above, as well as in connection with other grounds,
constitute expressions of opinion and/or illegal conclu
sions drawn by the agency.

S
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H. That the agency failed to reszondto the protest filed by
Homecoming in an expeditious fashion and, therefore,
vioated applicable State law and regulation inasmuch as
the bid rctest was filed on or about August 30, 1991 and
no decision was rendered by the agency until on or about
April 24, 1592, the date when Homecoming received the
agency’s decision.

I. That Homecoming was prejudiced as a result of the failure
of the agency to respond to Homecoming’s, protest as
above described.

J. That Homecoming states that no award of the contract at
issue can be made pending a resolution of the above noted
appeal in accordance with the directives set forth in
Section 21.10.C2.11 of COMAR and other applicable law and
regulation.

K. That the denial of the bid protest by the agency was
arbitrary, capricious and illegal inasmuch as, inter
aMa, Homecomang was never allowec a :azr opoortun:ty to
compete for the award of the RFF because, inter alia, the
agency had predetermined that Homecoming would not be
awarded the RFP.

L. That the denial of the bid protest and other action taken
by the agency was arbitrary, capricious and/or illegal
inasmuch as, inter alia, Homecoming was a sole source
non-competitive grantee and subsequently was determined
to fail to cuality technically to be awarded the Rfl at
issue despite nav:ng rece:ved gooc ratings for its
program and services several years preceding the issuance
of the RF? at issue in this appeal. Further, no szmilar
program has been treated as Homecoming despite being

s_aLe.

.Appellant did not file written comment on the Agency Report.
17. At the hearing of the appeal, following presentat:on of

Appellant’s case and a motion for surrnary disposition by DHMH,
Appellant voluntarily dismissed grounds B (racial animus or

6
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racial bias), 3 (no contract award can be made pending appeal)
and A (1) (failure tc.expla±n certain aspects of the rights of
minority business enterprises with respect to the procure
ment).

18. Pursuant to the State’s motion for summary disosition made
rollowing tne presenta::on or AppeLlant’s case, the Board for
the reasons set forth below dismissed the remaining grounds of
the protest and appeal; some Ofl: legal grcunds and some on
factual grounds viewing the evidence of record in a light most
favorable to Appellant.

Deci Si Cfl

We shall discuss i the order set forth above the various
grounds of the protest and appeal and the disposition thereof by
the granting of summary disposition or voluntary dismissal.

A. Appellant contends that the RFP is illegal and invalid
because it failed to contain the following:

(1) . . .righ:s of minority business enterprises
(2) . .notice to forward a copy of the bidders’ propos

al to the local health officer
(3) . . .notifi:aticn to the local health officer of the

RE’?.

A(1). w:::le Aprellant voluntarily dismissed Mi) ‘e believe
further discuss:on is warranted.

Under COMAR Title2I (:1.05.08) there areonly 2 mandatory
written solicitatior. recuirements concerning MEE’s.

COMAR 21.05.08.03 requires the mandatory statement that,
“Minority business enterprises ar encouraged to respond to this
solicitation.”

This notice is 6ontained on the title page of the RE’? and is
repeated in Part III, Section H Contract Requirements, Item #4 on
Page 9 of the RE’?.

21.05.08.04 states that, “An MEE subcontract participation
goal is a mandatory provision for each solicitation for contracts
that will provide Nfl subcontract opportunities...

A decision was made by the DHMH that this procurement did not

7
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readily vrovide subcontracting cortun:ties. Therefore, by
intent, no MEE subcontracting requirement was secified. Accord
ingly, this clause does not apply to the procurement at issue.

Because the two MEE written notice requirements cf COMAR Title
21 were met or were not attlicable, Appellant’s allegation is
without merit.

A(2). Appellant asserts failure to not:fv bidders to forward a
copy of their proosal to the local health officer pursuant to 2040
of the DHMH grants manual constitutes a fatal flaw in the procure
ment process.

HCHD was involved in all aspects of this solicitation. An
official was appointed to the evaluation committee by the

3Earford County Health Officer. Accordingly, it was unnecessary to
have cfferors submit proposals directly to the local health
officer.

In November 1989 the DHMH Procurement Officer directed that
local hea±tn orficers not rece:ve proPosaLs dIrectLy :rcm offercrs
but rather through the procurinc office. This change was intended
to preserve the confidentiality and integrity of the procurement
process and was attlicable to the soli:itation at issue.

Under COMAR 21.c.C.D2:D3- (A) Apellan: was required to protest
this contention Prior to the time and date for submission of
pro;osals. Thus, its trotést was untimely. See Dasi industries,
Inc., MSBCA 1112, MSECA ¶ 49(1983); NeoDlan USA Cororation,
MSECA 1186 and 1202, 1 MSECA ¶ 84 (1984).

A(3). Contrary to Appellant’s allegation, the local health
officer was informed of the RFP •as required by the DEYJi grants
manual as is evident by his appointment of a representative to
serve on the RFP evaluation committee. For the reasons discussed
in A(2) above, the protest was also untimely. The nidtion to
dismiss Appellant’s appeal on the above grounds was therefore
granted and the appeal on such grounds is denied.

3. Appellant next contends- that the proposed award to
Alliance, Inc., was the result of racial animus, prejudice or bias.

a
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appeal was voluntary dismissed by Aceliant at the
appea anc w:IL not be ciscussec :ur:ner.

ilant next asserts that an award to Alliance, Inc.
o policy and intent by resulting in the interruoti cn
the clients of Aptellant.

to COMA! 1.l4.D1.C6 (1) (b), a sole source multi-

with an incumbent prcv:cer of services is permissible

or certified health ractiticner (who may not be

DHM!! provider) makes a written clinical assessment

in provider would have a detrimental impact on an

21.14.01.03 A directs that Competitive Sealed Proposals

preferred method for Drocurine human, social, cultural,

educational services.

The use of the preferred procurement method. herein, does not

violate public policy or intent and the appeal on such alleged

grounds is denied.

D. Appellant next alleges’ that the awarding of a contract to

Alliance, :nc. , was arbitrary, capricious, punitive, fraudulent and

corrupt. As set forth in Finding of Fact No. 13, Appellant alleges

ten separate reasons for this conclusion. We shall address each in

The Appellant has failed to meet its burden of proof, to

due to its prior history with the State, i: could not

r and equal optortunity to compete with other bidding

The Appellant’s assertion of unfairness here is based

9
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hearing of the

C. Appe

violates publi

of £ervce to

Pursuant

year contract

if a licensed

employed by a

that a change

Inc:v:aua third party client’s health, welfare, or progress.

Dnder COMAE 21.14.D1.D5 C (I) (a) a sole source multi—year contract

can also he awarded if the circumstances described in COMA!

21.03.05.02 (a) apply. :n this case neither circumstance existed.

No such clinical assessment has been done as required by

2:14.01.06 C () (b:, and, in fact. the MEA, pursuant to its

discretionary authority, determined that no reason existed for such

a continuation. Further, the requirements of 2..C5.D3. are not

met since there is more than one source to provide these services.

Therefore, since neither of these circumstances exists COMA!

is the

and

show hcw,
—

agencies.



upon alieged evaluator bias. One of the eValuators, Mr. Stan

ctula, as :irect:r of Mental Health and Addictions for HCHD, sent

Appellant the letter notifying it of its termination on December

ID, 1990. Mr. Kotula, on behalf cf ECED, was asc involved in a

disPute with Appellant over whether it owed 520,DD0 to Ha-ID.
Another evauator and the Howard County health officer had

knowledge facts. Appellant claims tltat such actions by

Mr. Kotula and knowledce thereof constituted evaluator bias.

Appe:lant did not cal any of the evaluators to testify. Bias w::l

not be attributed to procurement officials based on inference or

supposition. Transit Casualty Comzazv, MEECA 12E0, 1 MSBCA ¶ 119

(I9S5

Two of the four members of the evaluation zomz:ttee had little

If this provision of the solicitation was unacceptable to

Appellant, it was incumbent upon Appellant to have filed a protest

prior to the time and date for receipt of proposals. See COMAR

21.1D.D2.03 A; Neolan USA Corvoraticn, sutra. We do not find that

the language of CDMAR 21.05.03.03 that “ETThe evaluation shall

be... developed from both the work statement and price” requires

¶309
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or no knowledge of the prior history and reia:i:nship between

Appellant and the MHA and therefore should not have been influ

enoed. These two evaluators gave technical scores of 25 and 52,

whereas the two members with prior knowi edge ;ave scores of 44 and

45. This relatively tight grouping of scores, plus the fact that

the lowest score was ;iven by a:. evauatc: without trio: knowledge,

undercuts Appellant’s allegation of bias.

1(1). Contrary to Attellant’s assertion, the evaluation

oorrc.:ttee was corre:t:n not opening Azpe±an:’s ::nano:al

protosal. Both Part 1, section F, item S on page 5 of the RFP and

Part v::, section 32 on page 23 of the RFP provided notice that

financial proposals would only be opened for those offerors which

attained an average of at least 70 points on their technical

rating, which Appellant did no,t. This issue was specifically

discussed at the pre—b:d conference at which Appellant’s acting

ezecutve director was in attendance.
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that price ;roposals must be cened and evaluated in the face of a
deficient technical proposal.

0(3) A;pellant has offered no prcof that XA officials made
any statements ccncernjn; the award of the RF?, prior to the
completion of the bidding process. The Respondent contends that no
such statements were ever made and the Board so finds.

D(4) Alliance, Inc. did not receive any level V beds which

might otherwise have been awarded to Appellant. Therefore, this

allegation is factually incorrect. n fact, Prologue, Inc.,

another M!-:A ;rcvider received this award.

D() Aptellant re-asserts evaluation bias in this ground of

apeal . Nc evidence has been rssented that there was an intent tc

penalize and retaliate against Attellan:. Nothing in the record

substantiates that bias existed en the part of the committee

evaluators or agency personnel involved in the Procurement. As
this Board has prev:cusly noted:

“Selection of an avCuati:n panel is a matter falling

orimarilv within the discretion of the orcuring igency and will

net e c1es:;—ec aser: e_2e—:e of acta b:as Dro:estcr

anegong zac :a::n on one part o: government c:::c:as cears a very

heavy burden. It must offer virtually irrefutable proof, not mere

inference or suPPosition, that the agency acted with a specific and

malicious intend to injure the pretestor. Furthermore, even if
the protestor demonstrates actual bias in the siectzon of the

evaluators, the panel’s decision will be ucheid unless such bias is

clearly shown to have permeated the decision.” Calsc Communica

tions, Inc., MSBCA 1377, 2 MS3CA 1.31 (:9ss) Transit Casualty

Company, sura. -

0(6) There was no attempt

business prerogative to hire

termination of its executive

instabilit’: in the agency which, in the State’s

Ael lant fr:m roviding cuallty Dare to its ci

0(7) Within COMAR 2. there is no “normal” eriod when RFP’s

are issued. SInce all requirements of COMAR Title 2, and

ii

to interfere with Apellant’s lawful

or fire employees. However, the

director evidenced a pattern of

opinion, prevented

i ents.
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specifically 21.05.03 were met, this was a valid t:ccurement for
wi_c: DY -as t-e a_t-cr:tj ac n_scret_o’ to ngage _‘

D(8) There is no evidence in the record that any State
personnel adv:sec Alliance, Inc., that it would be awarded the
contract with HCHD.

D(9) Contrary to Apellant’s allegation, MHA has a policy of
not paying for legal services incurred by provider agencies. This
policy applies to all Nfl prov:ders and provides no indication of
racial bias, favoritism or retaliation against Appellant.

D(10) Appellant has offered no facts to support its claim that
the bid of Alliance, :nc. was legally improper and/cr judged in a
ncn—compet:tIve fashion.

Accordingly, Appellant’s appeal on the ten (IC) various
grounds set forth above is denied.

S. Appellant next contends that the award to Alliance, Inc.
was from an illegC RFP.

The reccrd reflects that the :uly 1391 RFP at issue conformed
to all laws, rules, and regulations. There is no State prohibztion
against issuing an ?3P during a fiscal year. ifl fact, the
Procurement Dfficer and the Department of Budget and Fiscal
Planning attempt to have contracts bid at various times during the
fiscal year since it would be impossible and impractical to issue
all bids at the same time. Appellant provides no facts or legal
suppcrt for this claim. Accord:ngly, the appeal or. such grounds is
denied.

F. Appellant complains further in this ground of appeal that
members of the evaluation ccrnittee acted in a biased fashion
against Appellant.

Appellant has failed to show how members of the evaluation
committee were in any way b:ased against it. Appellant fails to
provide any factual support for this claim. “A protester alleging
bad faith on the part of government officials bears a very heavy
burden.” Calsc Communications, Inc., supra. The fact that two of
the evaluators :cew nothing about the prior relationship between

- Appellant and MEA and the fact that these evaiuatoYs scored
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Appellant essentially the same as tYe evaluators who knew of the
prior relationshi, refutes Appellant’s allegations. Accordingly,
the appeal on such grounds is deni ed.

c-. Contrary to Appelant’s next assertion of error, the
agency denial of Appellant’s protest satisfies the requirements of
COMA! 21.10.02.09 relative to the Procurement Officer’s final
decision herein. Accordingly, the appeal on such grounds is
denied.

H. Appellant next claims that DHMH violated State law by
failing to respond to its protest in an expeditious manner.

In accordance with COMA! 21Z0.02.D2 al protests are to be
filed with the Procurement Officer, and as per COMA? 21.10.02.09,
are to be decided by the Procurement Officer.

The record reflects that at the time this protest was received
the DH2 Procurement Offi car was in the prccess of answering nine
protests r eceived in July 199:. Within six weeks of the receipt of
this orotest, the Procurement Officer received 44 additional

protests, and had 5 of the 9 previous protests apealed to the
Maryland State Board of Contract Appeals and appeared for three
hearings before the Appeals Board.

In February and March 1.992 three more rctests were received,

producing a total receipt of 57 protests since July 1., 1991, versus
an annual average of three such protests in previous years.

Through April 30, 1992 the unit supervised by the DHMH Procure

ment Officer had received 258 more procurement actions than in the

comparable period of the prev:ous year, or an increased workload of
46.3%.

This Board finds that DEME has responded to Appellant’s protest

in as expeditious a time as possible given State resources;- the

procurement workload and the seriousness of the many allegations
contained in the protest . Accordingly, the appeal on such grounds

is denied.

I. Appellant next asserts it was prejudiced by such delay in

issuance of a decision on its protest. The Appellant has provided s
no explanation of how it was prejudiced by the fact that DHMH did

13
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not respond to its pretest in a shorter period of time. Apellant

has been funded throughout this period of time, including e::pansicn

funding. Accordingly, the appeal on such grounca is denied.

J. DHME, contrary to Appelant’s next assertion of error has

no award of any contract during the pendency of the protest,

appeal herein. This ground of appeal was withdrawn a: the

ring of the appeal.

K. Appellant alleges next that it was denied the opportunity

to fairly compete. Appel ant has failed to show hcw it was denied

the opportunity to fairly compete. Appellant has provided nc

factual support for its ae;ation that the State had determined

prior to the c p.eticn of the evauat:cn process tltat A;el lant

would not be awarded the contract. Accordingly, the aooeal on such

grounds is denied.

ppellant further

continued on a

arrangement with

Thus it was not

complains of arbitrary treatment that

sole source basis. Appellant had a

HCHD. It did not have a contract with

a scle source non-ccmpetitive grantee

L. A

it was net

contractual

the State.

of the M!A.

Appellant’s failure to ;uaiify technically is based upon the

rating criteria contained in the RF? and not upon the evaluations

of the Office of :icensing and Certification Programs (oncP). DLCP

has different standards of acceptability than the rating criteria

for this solicitation. Therefore, acceptable evaluations from the

QLC? are not necessarily incons:stent with being unacceptable under

a solicitation.

Despite these differences ,t however, there are certain

aetjcje”c_es wh_c ere rotec _r Aoerc_’c 3 to te 21a’ 16 _991

OLCP evaluation which are ccngruent with some of the issues noted

by the evaluation committee. For example:

Section I Item 3 - it is stated that most cf the residents

have been with the program and at the same levels for an extended

-period of time. The QLCP evaluation team correctly identified that

there had been no “movement along the continuum of weilness”, a

factor which is of clinical importance to MEA.

14
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ectionll, Item 7 - Quality Assurance (QA), informed that
while there has been gradua iprovement in QA, process is
still rudimentary”

Further, contrary to ;.ppellant’s assertions there has beer. at
least cne ether instance where an incumbent vender was net
ccntinued en a sole source basis.

trovided to clients ef MC—RCE Non-Profit,

u:y 25E9, the services

Inc. (M-R), were put out

for bid. M—R was net the winnin; vendor for this solicitation.

For the foregoing reasons the apnea is denied.

Dated: 2/77%
Robert 3. Harrison

I concur:

Shelcon H. Press
Board Member

Beard Member

I certify
Beard of Contract Appeals
Homecoming, Inc. under DHMP.

a true cony of
decision in MSBCA

solicitation N:. PS

me Marrland State
1647, appeal

ated: n jqQt 4’Ma_ riscilla
e c or 44:
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